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About This Game

Originally developed by Digital Pictures in 1987 and released in 1992, Night Trap has been completely rebuilt, bringing it to a
level of video quality never before seen.

Night Trap tells the story of five teenage girls spending the weekend at the Martin home. As a member of the Special Control
Attack Team, your job is to monitor the home and protect the girls using an intricate system of cameras and traps as it is being

invaded by vampires.

Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition also includes new features such as deleted scenes, two documentaries, the all-new
Theater that allows you to watch all story-related videos uninterrupted, a new mode with online functionality called Survivor that

will test your skills at trapping intruders and behind the scenes production images. For the first time ever, the unreleased
prototype Scene Of The Crime will be fully playable and included with Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition.
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Well, I was unsure at first but now I definitely don’t regret playing it. The game is fast but I can see it has depth with all the stats
and abilities.
Dice is frustrating at times and I don’t like the fact that with bad luck I can’t win missions I have already figured out!
Roguelike is difficult as hell while campaigns seem a little too easy…However I haven’t yet tackled the UK one, which is
labeled as the most difficult one.
Overall it seems to me a fun and deep game if you are into strategy games. And the boardgame flavor is definitely a plus!. Very
fun game. i've actually enjoyed diz game here! brings back memories of Extreme G on tha N64 and it has similar controls to
Extreme G and plays like it too so yea i do recommend tha game if u're an old school gamer like me who had experience with
racing games in tha 90's similar to Flashout 2 yo. :P. Fun and addicting tile-matching puzzle game. Pretty much everything about
it works well, but the music leaves little to be desired.

7/10 - Good. in this game you play as Gray Cat
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This is undeniably one of my favourite installments in the Borderlands franchise. I was a bit sceptical at first, I gotta admit, but
holy c**p it left me in awe. The soundtrack is simply amazing. One of the best I've heard. Some of the intros left me speechless,
second one being my absolute favourite. It's what you would expect from a game of this calibre. Feels like watching a movie
with great storytelling, witty dialogue and top notch humour and the fact that you create your own story based on the decisions
you stumble upon, makes it universes more immersive. Gotta love those moral dilemmas.

The first episode starts out strong, getting you hooked from the very first second. Gets better and better as the story unfolds and
before you know it, you're in for the long ride.

Another victory for Telltale, hands down. They delivered perfection. A better game than it has any right to be. I sure hope a
sequel is in the pipeline for the near future.

''Hail to the king, baby!''. A-kun, Daisuki da yo >.<. I paid 50 cents for 3 easy achievements and hardly any gameplay. Very nice
action and shooter game with nice tactics and weapons.

 7/10 Very Good. Perfection.
Thanks.
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